
"You Say Killer, Say Daddy": A
Comprehensive Analysis of the Controversial
2021 True Crime Podcast
In 2021, the true crime podcast "You Say Killer, Say Daddy" emerged as a
polarizing phenomenon. With its unique format and gripping narrative, the
podcast captivated listeners while also sparking controversy over its ethical
implications. This article aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of "You
Say Killer, Say Daddy," exploring its format, production, and ethical
considerations. It will also discuss the podcast's impact on the true crime
genre and the families of the victims.
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Format and Production

"You Say Killer, Say Daddy" is a serialized podcast hosted by journalist
Rachel Monroe. The podcast follows Monroe as she investigates the 1994
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murder of four young women in Oklahoma. Monroe interviews family
members, friends, law enforcement officials, and other key figures involved
in the case. The podcast's format is largely conversational, with Monroe
guiding the narrative and providing updates on her investigation.

The podcast's production is particularly noteworthy for its use of archival
audio and sound effects. Monroe incorporates recordings of police
interrogations, 911 calls, and other relevant audio into the podcast's
narrative. The sound effects create an immersive atmosphere, allowing
listeners to feel like they are experiencing the events firsthand.

Ethical Considerations

"You Say Killer, Say Daddy" has been the subject of much debate over its
ethical considerations. Critics have argued that the podcast sensationalizes
the murders and exploits the victims' families for entertainment. They also
note that Monroe's investigation is ongoing, and the podcast's release
could potentially interfere with the ongoing criminal case.

Defenders of the podcast argue that it raises important questions about the
criminal justice system and the role of the media in true crime. They also
note that Monroe has been transparent about her investigation and has
given the victims' families a platform to share their stories.

Impact on the True Crime Genre

"You Say Killer, Say Daddy" has had a significant impact on the true crime
genre. The podcast's unique format and approach to storytelling have set a
new standard for true crime podcasts. It has also sparked a conversation
about the ethical responsibilities of true crime creators.



The podcast's success has also led to a surge in the popularity of true
crime podcasts in general. In the wake of "You Say Killer, Say Daddy,"
several other true crime podcasts have emerged, exploring a wide range of
unsolved crimes and controversial cases.

Impact on the Families of the Victims

The families of the victims in the "You Say Killer, Say Daddy" case have
had mixed reactions to the podcast. Some have expressed gratitude for the
opportunity to share their stories and for the attention it has brought to the
case. Others have criticized the podcast for being insensitive and for
exploiting their pain.

Monroe has been criticized for not giving the families enough control over
how their stories are told. Some family members have felt that Monroe has
sensationalized the murders and has not given them a fair platform to
share their perspectives.

"You Say Killer, Say Daddy" is a complex and controversial podcast that
has had a significant impact on the true crime genre. Its unique format and
approach to storytelling have set a new standard for true crime podcasts.
However, the podcast has also raised important ethical questions about the
role of the media in true crime and the impact on the families of victims.

As the podcast continues to evolve, it will be important to monitor its impact
and to ensure that the ethical concerns of the families of the victims are
taken into account.
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